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 The negative impact of spreading hate speech on social media has prompted 

various parties to intervene. Computer science researchers have conducted 

experiments to find solutions for automated intervention by applying artificial 

intelligence, such as machine learning and deep learning. The fulfillment of 

the theory of truth makes the machine learning paradigm considered by 

scientists to solve problems. However, the increasing size of social media data 

has shifted its paradigm to deep learning. Deep learning becomes a new 

normal science after completing the task of classifying hate speech well on a 

large amount of data. However, any approach will be an anomaly when it 

cannot complete the task. The accessibility of research resources makes it 

easier for researchers to determine the nature of their experiments, whether 

scientific or pseudo-science. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Social media applications allow anyone to communicate anywhere [1]. Communication in the 

interpersonal context involves several people producing and processing messages  [2]. Messages in text, 

image, and sound formats are spread across social media [3] and flow instantly between senders and 

recipients [4]. Among these messages are cyberhate [5], [6], [7] and cyberbullying [8]. 

Hate speech is an offensive communication mechanism that disparages a person or group based on 

protected innate characteristics, such as race, color, ethnicity, gender, disability, sexual orientation, 

nationality, religion, political affiliation, and so forth [9], [10], [11]. Bullying is an adverse action carried 

out by individuals or groups directly and repeatedly [12]. Cyber words that complement hate and bullying 

indicate cyberspace or the internet as a place for spreading the message. 

Cyberbullying is rife in the world of education [13], [14] as a result of the lack of a teacher or school 

administrator's role in identifying its existence [15]. Cyberbullying has terrible effects, such as physical and 

mental health problems and death [16]. In contrast to cyberbullying, which impacts a specific target, 

cyberhate has a broad impact [17]. The effect of cyberhate can develop into exclusivism, physical attacks, 

and extermination of outside groups [18]. 
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Various intervention efforts to deal with hate speech content on social media include the enforcement 

of laws [19], [20], and counter-speech [21]. Victims can report on social media applications [22] after 

receiving the harmful content and feeling the bad effects. Another handling approach gives everyone the 

authority to quarantine the content to avoid its dangerous effects [23]. 

Currently, many studies use automatic hate speech detection as an intervention strategy [24]. However, 

artificial intelligence systems can make wrong conclusions [25], partly because of different definitions of 

hate speech or the diversity and limitations of data [26]. These limitations make the experimental paradigm 

of automatic hate speech detection continue to change and place the experiment between the positions of 

science and pseudo-science. This study aims to explain these changes and positions with the philosophical 

thought of Karl Popper and Thomas Kuhn. This research aims to explain changes in the paradigm of 

automatic hate speech detection and the position of experiments between science and pseudoscience with 

the philosophical thoughts of Karl Popper and Thomas Kuhn. The problem formulation is as follows:  

1. What is Popper and Kuhn's philosophical thinking regarding paradigm shifts?  

2. How do paradigm shifts occur in automatic hate speech detection research?  

3. Under what conditions do automatic hate speech detection experiments fall under the conditions of 

science and Pseudoscience? 
 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

 

The literature survey is part of the activities of the scientific field review stage in the sequential 

research process [27], [28]. The method is as shown in Figure 1. This research uses a literature survey to 

achieve the objectives. The definition search includes limitations of literature searches based on the 

topic of interest, its popularity, type of publication, and quality. The literature search pays attention 

to these definitions to obtain material for critical evaluation according to needs. Critical evaluation 

of selected material will provide an understanding of the subject area and written material in the 

literature review. Material evaluation produces a list of relevant bibliography to achieve research 

objectives. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Research Stages 

 

Hate speech topics cover areas of legal and social science knowledge and computer science and 

engineering [29]. In computer science, online hate speech detection system is a new research [17]. This 

area is the scope of the literature search in this research. The library sources used are scientific journal 

articles, proceedings articles, and books.  
 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

 This research selected 19 materials as references to achieve the research objectives, which included 7 

books, 10 journal articles with an international reputation in the 1st quartile, and 1 proceedings article. 

Analysis of the evaluation results of materials is divided into three parts, according to the problem 

formulation. 
 

3.1 Popper and Kuhn's Philosophical Thoughts 
 

Karl Popper is one philosopher who rejects empirical science that uses inductive reasoning. Popper 

argues that particular statements cannot be universal, so conclusions from specific experiences do not 

represent general experiences. He proposed a scientific test method based on deduction and falsification, in 
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which a hypothesis P becomes false if there are implications (p1, p2, ... pn) that are proven false [30]. As 

long as the experiment does not prove that p is wrong, then P is temporarily corroborated. 

Even though the deductive approach seems incompatible with the inductive, the two approaches 

complement each other. For example, deductive reasoning using the theory of gravity to predict satellite 

trajectories will not be solid if there is no contribution from Relativistic Physics and confirmation or 

repeated testing of Newton's general hypothesis using new examples [31]. Newton made a general 

hypothesis through inductive learning that specifically observed a sample of data in the form of a falling 

apple. An illustration of the integration of these two approaches is shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. Newton's General Hypothesis Strengthening Process 

 

A theory or claim becomes pseudo-science if it rejects the test or does not pass the test. Test rejection 

can occur due to the following fallacy: 1) Argument from incredulity, failing to understand or refusing to 

believe the test results; and 2) Argumentum ad verecundiam, the attitude of not wanting intellectuals who 

make claims appear defeated. Thomas Kuhn had the same thoughts as Popper about relative knowledge. 

Kuhn argues that there are always anomalies, namely scientific problems that cannot be completely solved 

by normal science [32]. This pile of anomalies will create a crisis that the new normal science will one day 

solve. The process of replacing new normal science will occur continuously, so humans will never be able 

to create absolute knowledge or paradigms. 
 

3.2 The Shifting of Paradigm 

 

Artificial intelligence is a research area or field of science that allows computers to imitate human 

qualities or do things that humans currently do well, such as learning, reasoning, communicating, seeing, 

and hearing [33], [34], [35], [36]. In the method of reasoning, artificial intelligence uses a knowledge base 

to make hypotheses, and the predictions it produces are highly interpretable by humans. In contrast, in the 

learning method, artificial intelligence uses a lot of data to make predictions that humans cannot interpret, 

so there is no need to study the data [31]. 

Machine learning is a form of artificial intelligence where the system can improve its task performance 

by studying data or previous task experience without following explicit instructions [37], [38]. The 

application of machine learning in hate speech detection on Twitter includes the stages of data collection, 

labeling, data splitting, extracting features, adding knowledge from external sources, machine learning, and 

measuring accuracy [39]. Twitter data can be collected by Spark using the Twitter-API and stored in big 

data platforms such as Hadoop so that the data is stored and replicated on multiple servers [40]. Twitter-

API is Twitter's data access framework, an alternative data collection method besides Open Datasets and 

Social Honeypots [41]. 

From 2014 to 2017, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) was more famous than deep learning for hate 

speech detection [29]. SVM can be explicitly applied to detect hate speech that targets various protected 

characteristics, such as religion, race, disability, and sexual orientation [42]. SVM performance can be 

better than other methods with the proper feature extraction method, for example, character n-gram [43]. 

However, SVM performance scores can be under deep learning in specific datasets and methods, such 

as Deep Convolutional Neural Networks [44]. The fusion approach can improve deep learning performance 

[45]. The advantage of deep learning over traditional machine learning is mainly due to its ability to analyze 

big data and unsupervised learning [46]. 

While traditional machine learning continues to be an anomaly for not excelling in online hate speech 

classification tasks that use large datasets, deep learning methods will become the new paradigm or normal 
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science. However, traditional machine learning remains useful in other classification tasks that use small 

datasets. The classifier model will continue to be used in experiments as long as its performance can still 

compete with the deep learning classifier model. 

Research that uses specific methods by considering the performance achievements of these methods 

in previous studies is normal science. The process of changing paradigms to the next new normal science 

occurs continuously following the journey of the experiment. A consensus was formed among the 

researchers when they used the same method to consider its reputation for building the best classifier 

models. 
 

3.3 Science and Pseudoscience 

 

Disagreements can occur within one nation or between nations; for example, Americans think the 

application of the law to freedom of speech in Britain a restriction on the expression of freedom [47]. The 

boundary between hate speech and freedom of expression is blurred, causing the definition of hate speech 

to not be universally accepted. Whereas a clear definition of hate speech can make it easier to annotate hate 

speech [26].  

Under such conditions, the output of all stages becomes useless. If we ignore this disagreement, 

research will be considered a science only because it has been tested after passing the stage of measuring 

accuracy; otherwise, it would be pseudo-science. Therefore, we cannot generalize the performance of 

classifiers using partially applicable data sets. 

Research is a science as long as its research methodology includes practical-empirical testing. 

Meanwhile, valid research can become pseudo-science if it shows an attitude of not being willing to be 

tested by other research. The provision of open sources in scientific publications opens the opportunity for 

future research to repeat the experiment again and compare the results with the results of other experiments. 

Research resources that are not state secrets should be open so that other researchers can re-examine them 

and contribute by starting, continuing, or updating the results of previous research [48]. Artificial 

intelligence research related to the identification of negative content can fulfill the theory of truth as long 

as it fulfills the following conditions: 1) Correspondence, where research uses data, methods, and 

measurable performance calculations; 2) Coherence, where the researcher compares with other methods to 

make more objective conclusions; 3) Consensus, where research uses agreed methods that are suitable for 

the classification task it performs; and 4) Pragmatics, where the results of the research are useful for 

identifying the content of hate speech on social media. 
 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

This research has explained the paradigm shift according to the philosophical perspective of Thomas 

Kuhn and Popper, where new normal science succeeded in solving problems that could not be handled by 

previous normal science. In the context of automatic hate speech detection, a paradigm shift occurs, for 

example, when deep learning can handle classification tasks on big data better than traditional machine 

learning. Automatic hate speech detection research becomes pseudoscience if the researcher does not allow 

other researchers to test the results, for example, by closing access to related resources. 
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